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Please check w'hether you have got the right question paper.
li.B: l. Q. I is compulsor,v

2. Attempt any three out of remaining five qnestion
3. Rights indicate full marks.

[ il{arks:801

l. a. Find greatest common divisor of the following pairs of integer, using Euclidean algorithm. 05

(3083, 2893)

b. Given fR o lines regression

6y - 5x * 90, LSx - By * 130, oi :16
Find (i) f and y 1ii) Find r

d. A random variable x has the following probability function
x:1234567
p(x) K 2K 3K .14: r+t 2K) +Ic
Find (I) k (II) p (x<5)

2. a. Calculate coefficient of correlation between x and y
x: 36457
y.24536

c. Prove that A:{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5 } is a finite abelian group under multiplication modulo 7 05

b. A random sample of size 16 fror,r a normal population. Showed a mean of 103.75 cm and 06
sum of squares of deviation from the mean 843.75 cm2 can we say that the population has

l

mean of 108.75 crn?

c Preve that G- {1, -1, d, -i} is a group under usual multiplicatron of cornplex numbers. 08
,.]

3. a- Draw Hasse diagram for (Dzs, S) , check whether it is a lattice 06

' I b, ':Qut of 1000 families of 3 childlen,each how many would you expect to have 2 boys and 1 06
girl?

,' : ,.

, s. ' . ,i, r Finrt last digit of'base 7 expansion of 31m i.e. 3100 (mod 7) by using Fennat's theorern 08

ii. Find the Legendre's.r*U"l fii)
4. 'a: 

Can a complete graph,with 8 vertices have 40 edgds excluding self-loop
'. t.

b, Find remainder when 2s0 and 4 l6s are divisible by 7
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c. Iirvestigate the association between darkness of eye colour in father and son from the 06
tollowing data

father's eye

(.)

o
a

a-

(/)

Dark Not Dark Total
Dark 48 90 138

Not clark 80 782 862

128 872 I rxtO

5. a. Let L:{1, 2, 3, 4, 12} and the relation be "is divisible by" write cornpliments of L 06

b. If x is a Poisson variate and p (x=0): C, p (x-3) Find p (x:2)

c. Define the following tenns gir.ing illustration
t Simple graph 2. Cornplete graph
a
J. Biparlite graph 4. Planar graph

06

08

06

08

6. a. Solve x = 1 (mod 5)

x=2(rnod6)
x=3(mod7)

75568,
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b. A certain iniectioa administered to Iz patients resulted in foliowing changes of blood pressure 06
(5, 2, 8. -1, 3, 0, 6, -2.,1, 5, 0, +).* it be'concluded tirat iii..tloi *ilt be in general
accompanied byan i.ncrease in blood pressure? ,

c. i. Write the following permutation as product of disioint cycles
1:(1325)(145)(251)

ii. simplifies sum of product
: (A+B) (A+e,) (a,+e) (A,+Br)


